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'This invention, which relates to an insert 
adapted to be embedded in a body of concrete 
or other plastic material, is concerned with (1) 
a two-part assembly which is advantageous for 
various reasons, and (2) certain features of im 
provement which tend to a strong, inexpensive 
insert body, with special provision for preventing. 
entrance thereinto of fluid concrete, during the 
pouring stage or subsequently, the closure means, 
by which the entrance of concrete is prevented, 
being displaceable from the exposed face of the 
insert body, whereby is to provide an elongated 
opening through which may be inserted a nut 
and bolt, the latter having capacity for sliding 
movement whereby an adjustable suspension sup 
port is obtained. These and other objects of my 
invention, as will more fully hereinafter appear, 
may be realized from a concrete insert, of which 
a preferred embodiment is illustrated in the ac 
companying drawing, wherein- ''...' ... 

Figure 1 is a view in perspective of the insert 
per se, looking down upon the side which is in 
nermost when embedded within a body of con 
crete or other plastic material; 

Fig. 2, which is a similar view, shows the in 
sert as it appears when viewed from the opposite 
direction; ; : . . . . . . . 

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section through the in 
sert in the position which it occupies upon a 
form, prior to pouring of the concrete; 

... Fig. 4 is a similar view taken on line 4-4 of 
Fig. 3; : - 

Fig. 5, which is a view similar to Fig. 3, shows 

5. 

prising a center Wall 5, side walls 6, and op 
positely extending base flanges which, 
through offsets 8, connect with out-turned feet 
9, the latter having, by preference, adjacent 

their outer edges, one or more notches 20 where 
- in nails, 2 fare disposed when driven into the 
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the form removed from the embedded insert and a percussion tool in process of dislodging the 
closure from the insert body; ; 

Fig. 6, which is a transverse section through 
the insert, after removal of the closure, ShoWS a 
nut being inserted by a side-wise movement 
through the elongated slot formerly occupied by 
the closure; . . . , 

Fig. 7, which is a view similar to Fig. 5, shows 
a bolt entered through the slot and in engage 
ment with the nut within the insert; and 

Fig. 8 is a detail of an integral riveted con 
nection which may be employed to secure to 
gether the two parts of the insert body. . . 
As best shown in Figs. 1. and 2, the present 

insert may be formed from a heavy gauge sheet 
metal to provide in effect a U-strap Scharac 
terized by a middle section 8 joined to spaced 
parallel sections 9 from which are outwardly 
extended feet O. Fitted within the interior of 
the strap thus formed is a short channel piece C 
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form F. When the channel piece is fitted in 
place, it occupies the entire space transversely 
within the strap, and the offsets overlie the edges 
of the strap feet so that the two channel feet 
9 occupy positions which are substantially flush 
With the middle section of the insert: (see Fig. 
4). When so assembled, the channel piece may 
be permanently secured as by spot welds 22; or 
(see Fig. 8) by spreading, by percussion, the 
heads 228 of bosses 22 each of which extends 
up from the middle section 8 of the U-strap to 
lie Within an opening 22 in a base flange of 
the channel piece thereby providing in effect an 
integral riveted connection therebetween. Im 
mediately above the center wall of the channel 
piece in each of the strap sections is an opening 
23, through which may be extended a rod 24 
(see Fig. 3) the ends of which protrude beyond 
the feet of the strap so as to be exposed for 
keying within the concrete body for additional 
securement of the insert therewithin. 
'. In the middle section of the insert is formed 
the contour of an elongated slots produced de 
sirably by a slight displacement of a metallic 
slug 25 which is to be removed for the formation 
of the slot. This slug is initially displaced slight. 
ly inwardly from the outer face of the strap 
middle section, a sufficient union remaining be 
tween the slug and the strap to hold the slug 
fixedly in place until a percussion tool 26, such 
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as is suggested in Fig. 5, is employed to deliver an 
impact to the slug whereby to cause its complete 
displacement from the strap. During this op 
eration the slug is pushed inwardly so, as to 
enter the enclosed space or chamber within the 
housing. Its removal therefrom may be easily 
effected as by turning the slug on its side and 
then withdrawing it with the fingers, or any 
Small tool that may be convenient. It will be 
observed that, by reason of its elongated char 
acter, passage of the slug through the slot will 
be facilitated since it may be moved either edge 
wise or endwise free of frictional contact with 
the edges which define the slot. 
With the insert embedded in a body of con 

Crete or other material, and after removal of the 
form and slug, a nut N such as shown in Fig. 6 
may be advanced sideWise through the slot until 

desirably of a lighter gauge sheet metal, com- 55 it has passed inside the enclosed space within 



2 
the insert; it may then be turned over with its 
axis passing through the slot. When so posi 
tioned, a bolt B (see Fig. 7) may be entered 
through the slot and through the nut within the 
insert to effect an adjustable connection there 
With. The bolt, it should also be noted, is free 
to Slide lengthwise of the slot between the two 
ends thereof, the nut moving along with it to 
the extent permitted by the confines of the en 
closure. When a number of Supporting bolts are 
positioned with a plurality of such inserts, ar 
ranged in a line or otherwise, it is possible to 
adjust each bolt laterally within a limited dis 
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in a body of concrete or the like With one wall of 
the insert body remaining eXposed upon a face 
Of the concrete body, the insert body comprising 
tWo complementary parts of sheet metal defining 
between then a chamber closed on all sides and 
One of the parts being provided with out-turned 
feet adapted to engage a face of the other part, 
there being an opening in one of the engaged 
parts and, in register there with, a deformable 
boss protruded from the other engaged part and 
extended through the opening adapted, upon ap 
plication of a requisite force, to be offset suffi 
ciently to provide an interlock between the two 

tance so as to provide aligned supports for pipes 
or other structures which are to be sustained. 
The insert of my invention has certain ad 

vantages because of its simplicity, ease of assem 
bly, and certainty of its preventing ingress of 
concrete during the stage of fluidity. The pale-- 
tially displaced slug provides a tight closure 
which is ample to resist the entrance of fluid 
particles, yet, when the form. has been removed, 
it may be easily displaced in Wardly, and then 
withdrawn outwardly through the resulting slot 
which is of elongated form. This operation of 
removing and withdrawing the slug is very sim 
ple and rapid. No appreciable expense is in 
Wolved in the production of Such a slug closure, 
nor in its removal from the insert. 
I claim: 
1. A concrete insert in which is combined an 

apertured U-strap, a channel piece extended 
crosswise of the U-strap, and a locking bar ex 
tended through opposed Walls of the U-strap ad 
jacent the center Wall of the channel piece 
adapted to prevent separation of the channel 
piece from the U-strap, the bar ends being pro 
truded from the insert for keying in a Surround 
ing plastic body. 

2. A concrete insert in which is cornbined an 
apertured U-strap, a channel piece extended 
crosswise of the U-strap and interengaging 
therewith in a manner to remain in a fixed po 
sition lengthwise thereof, and a locking bar ex 
tended through Opposed Walls of the U-strap ad 
jacent the center wall of the channel piece bot 
tom adapted to prevent separation of the chan 
nel piece from the U-strap, the bar ends being 
protruded from the insert for keying Within a 
surrounding plastic body. 

3. A concrete insert adapted for embedment 
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parts, and a slug displaced inwardly, partially 
but not. completely, fron the eXposed insert Wall, 
the metallic union between the slug periphery 
and the insert wall being relatively weak where 
by, upon application of a percussive force, the 
slug, is adapted to sever completely its union with 
the insert wall and advance only into the en 
closed space: within the insert body from which 
it may thereafter be withdrawn only thcough the 
Wall opening Vacated by itself. 

4. A concrete insert, adapted for embedment, 
in a concrete body or the like With one wall of 
the insert body remaining eXposed upon a face 
of the concrete body, the insert body comprising 
two complementary parts of sheet metal, each 
formed With a channel interfitting and providing 
between then, a closed chamber, and a slug par 
tially seveled but not completely from the ex 
posed inert Wall and displaced inwardly slightly, 
the metallic union between the Slug. periphery 
and the insert wall being relatively weak where 
by, upon application of a percussive force, the 
Slug. Will sever completely its union. With the in 
sert Wall and advance into and be received by 
said closed chamber within the insert body, from 
which it may thereafter be withdrawn only 
through the Wall opening Vacated by itself, said 
Opening being elongated and of leSS area than 
the exposed Wall of the chamber of the insert 
providing. a continuous flange surrounding said 
opening, and arranged to Support a nut of a rod 
Or bolt and permitting said rod Or bolt a limited 
adjustment, and said slug completely closing said 
opening so as to exclude completely from said 
chamber concrete or the like during the mold 
ing of the body of concrete. 

NCHOLAS. A. PREOAN. 


